MY WHOLE EARTH ACADEMY
2021 / 2022 School Year – Preschool & JK Program
Blended Reggio/Montessori Inspired English Preschool
(3 hours, Monday - Friday, 9:00am - 12:00am, for children 3 - 4 years old)

Our Blended Preschool Program offers a rich curriculum that incorporates
the educational philosophies of Maria Montessori, Reggio Emilia, and Early
Childhood Education to inspire children to become self-sufficient, confident
members of society. Our bright and engaging classroom is filled with
interesting materials that encourage your child to use their natural learning
processes to complete daily activities with gentle guidance from their
Montessori and ECE trained Teachers.
Our Teachers build on the basic skills acquired in our Prep School programs by adding elements of higher order inquiry
and experimentation along with deeper investigations into monthly themes. Daily exercises will broaden your child’s
English vocabulary base, increase their sense of mindfulness, and further their knowledge and understanding of basic
scientific and mathematical concepts using Nature and Life as a model.
Our STREAMING curriculum plan ensures that all types of intelligences and interests are given an opportunity to learn
and to shine. Every week we ensure that Science, Technology, Reading and Writing, Engineering, Art, Math and Music,
Individual Tray Work, Nature Studies, and Group Projects are covered in the classroom. Monthly themes draw from
the fields of Cultural Anthropology, Natural Sciences, and Mathematics to support the development of your child into a
Global Citizen possessing a compassionate world view complemented by a scientific mindset.
The Goal: To inspire your child to be curious, empathetic, mindful, and confident while out in the world and at school.
To begin preparing your child for successful entry into Kindergarten.

Blended Reggio/Montessori Inspired English Junior Kindergarten
(3 hours, Monday - Thursday, 1:00 -4:00 pm & Friday 9:00 – 12:00pm, for children 4-5 years old)

Our Blended Junior Kindergarten Program is designed to get your child fully
ready for Kindergarten while kindly supporting their ongoing socioemotional development.
In our bright and engaging classrooms, we offer a rich curriculum that
incorporates the educational philosophies of Maria Montessori, Reggio
Emilia, and Early Childhood Education to inspire children to become selfsufficient, confident members of society. Your child will continue to
develop their natural learning processes and learn to extend their lessons
with gentle guidance from teachers.
We use an enhanced version of our STREAMING approach to ensure that Science, Technology, Reading and Writing,
Engineering, Art, Math and Music, Individual Tray Work, Nature Studies, and Group Projects are covered in the
classroom in a manner that stimulates curiosity, critical thinking, and self-sufficient problem solving. Monthly Themes
continue to draw from the fields of Cultural Anthropology, Natural Sciences, and Mathematics to support the ongoing
development of your child into a Global Citizen possessing a compassionate world view complemented by a scientific
mindset. This approach provides opportunities for your child to focus, develop specialized skill sets and apply what
they are learning in practical ways.
The Goals: To prepare your child socially, emotionally, mentally, and physically for the rigours of elementary school
and life in general with a solid foundation of kindness and a strong framework of Inquiry-based learning.

